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CoCo division is a company created by two women. They are psychologist and a 

museographer who crossed their lives and decided to start a project together.  The 

company is settled in Valencia (Spain). Nevertheless, because some personal matters, 

one of them is now living in Pamplona, but they don’t cease in their purpose.  

The company was created in 2011. They are handmade creators. They started 

sending their products via online and by mail but nowadays they are expanding the 

business and bringing their products to shops in important cities along Spain (Córdoba, 

Tarrasa…). Each product has a story behind, that is because their products are so 

especial, and also because all of them are unique, different and with personality.  

I have chosen this company because I know the founders, they are close to my life 

but apart from that, I always liked the things they make, how creative they are and how 

from nothing they are growing up. They started with a project and with their tenacity 

they started to become bigger with hard work and enthusiasm. For that reason I have 

interviewed Esther and Eva, the members and founders of CoCo division. 

CoCo division doesn’t birth from the experiment of a hobby, it is born 

conscientiously, it is born planned and worked.  

For over a year that this dream has been planned and it has been executing the 

aesthetic within the idea and content.  

Because of the employment situation in which many of the population is 

immersed, the founders of CoCo division saw the perfect moment or, at least, the time it 

deserves for creating this idea that they had for long in their heads. 

Here is how CoCo division begins, thanks to the curiosity to learn and to continue 

learning… what can get to make their hands, what can devise their heads and what can 

create their hearts. You have to gather logic and reason with the illusion in order to 

make a project work. So for a while they decided to show to the world their creative 

intimacy in a more professional way.  

CoCo division unites two traditional practices aesthetically but with a modern 

touch. Esther gives life through the wool and crochet to unique pieces and Eva uses 

fabrics and sewing to create original bags and accessories.  
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CoCo division approaches its creations to people. Now, it’s the people who have 

the role to continue the story. 

 

Who are the members of CoCo division? 

Eva Pablos and Esther Marote are the current members of the company. Each 

member has its own place to work and it is not in the same city. But having to go to 

events and fairs, markets, etc., they have established the seat of the company in 

Valencia, where Eva lives. This makes her as the responsible for managing the major 

broadcast resources they have, and also management. 

Each one produces its pieces but Eva is who carries the weight of the brand as this 

was decided when the company was founded. They have only meetings online to agree 

on the way forward and make joint decisions.  

Eva’s task within the company is to perform the Annual Plan of Diffusion, the 

accounting for common expenses such as packaging, cards, domain, posting, etc., to 

manage social networks (Facebook, Google+, Twitter and Pinterest), organize events 

and workshops and run the blog and the webpage.  

On the other hand, Esther is one of the creative parts of the company, she is 

specialised in crochet and also she contributes in the informative part of CoCo 

division’s blog. 

Both members of CoCo division had a brand. Esther’s nickname was 

“Consucrochet” that comes from Consuelo, her grandmother, and crochet, what she 

works with. Eva’s nickname was “Madeixa Maduixa”. Madeixa comes from the wool 

and Maduixa is a catchy word. Nevertheless, nowadays CoCo division is one name, one 

unique brand.  
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How emerged the name of CoCo division? 

As Eva said, if we talk about the name of CoCo division, it could refer to Coco 

Chanel because she started sewing at the orphanage by a need and suddenly she realized 

that she could create things with that; and Division by a professional touch. It was a 

brainstorming, it was an idea of Eva’s partner, David, and she liked it, she felt 

comfortable with that name and it was clear even though there were people who were 

not very satisfied, but they pulled forward. 

 

The original idea was for Eva, but what led Esther to start 

this project with her?  

Eva saw the things that Esther could do with the crochet and Eva proposed her to 

design accessories together to sell them. The original idea was for Eva and she accepted 

to accompany her in this project.  

 

With what resources do CoCo division work? 

Referring to materials, they work with wool, fabric and leather of different 

materials, mainly. The bags are made with different kind of fabrics with different 

patterns but the crochet necklaces and collars are made with wools.  

Referring to resources and mediums of spreading, certainly it is a brand that 

works mainly by the diffusion of social networks and the Internet. It is evident that 

nowadays the Internet is de most important source of information. For that reason, 

CoCo division works with the social networks named previously (Facebook, Google+, 

Twitter, and Pinterest) but moreover with their webpage and a blog at Wordpress 

actualized constantly.  

All the sales that are not made in fairs or markets are made online, by its webpage 

and sent by mail to the buyer safely. 
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How does the crisis affect?  

Eva believes that the crisis is affecting especially in the sense that people thinks 

twice before buying something. Maybe there aren’t so much capricious buyers, they buy 

not for their own but for a gift, and that makes the sales decrease. But the main problem 

is that in Spain is not valued the “craft” concept. This makes people not value the 

process of craftsmanship and they only question the price, comparing it to a sector of 

great trade that in no case should be the competence. They follow other different lines in 

their products.  

Another important problem is the VAT rise. It affects because if the raw material 

which CoCo division works raises its price, CoCo division has to give the final product 

cost according to the costs/benefits. So, in the end, the creations go up in price.  

For Esther, the crisis is affecting them as it is affecting the others but it is true that 

nowadays there is a market (a reduced one) that values handmade and exclusive things. 

In this aspect CoCo division offers quality at a good price but has also a strong 

competition by other companies that do not produce handmade but more affordable. 

 

How to solve those problems caused by the crisis? 

One of the ways to solve the problems caused by the economic crisis is making a 

great research for the materials used to work, with a good quality but a better price. That 

means, comparing market to find the best offer.  

Reinforcing the work line of exclusive, original, and made by hand in the whole 

process products is also a process to escape from the problems. 

Moreover, studying the favourable situation  of wanting to create and learn from a 

sector of society to create new lines of action: workshops or offering products DIY (Do 

It Yourself) at more affordable prices. 
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SWOT analysis 

- Strengths: 

CoCo division use various products but with one line and embraced in a single brand 

with a defined personality.  

All the creations are handmade from start to finish and the buyer is sure that nobody 

will have the same product. Each bag or necklace is different from the rest. 

- Weaknesses: 

Maybe one of the weakness things for them is the poor experience in the field. 

None of them had worked before in this sector. 

- Opportunities: 

An online market opened to high demand helps this company to continue and to 

gain a space in the trade world. 

Moreover, CoCo division offers products that cover different potential buyers and 

also covers the needs of each consumer according on its budgets. 

- Threats:  

Any competition that already exists is dangerous because of the knowledge on the 

field and the experience and the clientele gained. 

The economic crisis in which we live nowadays is also a threat because people 

doesn’t buy as much as few years ago.  

It is negative also the low value that in Spain exists about the handwork. People is 

used to find products made by big companies with machines and sometimes cheaper 

and without quality. 
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As a conclusion, I have to say that with some tenacity, patience and effort you can 

get whatever you want. Eva and Esther started CoCo division from nothing, only with 

imagination and the knowledge that their grandmothers and mothers gave to her.  

Nowadays there are many industrialized companies but the handmade trade is 

very small. With people like them the products with quality and personality will arise 

and will be more valued in the society although often people cannot see the work behind 

and what entails to design and to get this result.  


